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CAROLINA WINDOM Short 80TM

GENERAL MOUNTING REQUIREMENTS

*Mounting height of vertical section:   >35'
(30' if two 16' verticals are used)

*Recommended configuration: Flat-top
*Inverted-V configuration  is usable if the angle is large.
Note:  Inverted-V configuration upsets element spacing and alters
the pattern.
*Minimum height at vertical ends:  >8'

Recommended mounting configuration
 Flat-top, suspended between two tall trees located >100' apart.

LINE ISOLATOR

The ‘Line Isolator’ is a refinement introduced in the
original RADIO WORK’S CAROLINA WINDOM systems.
The line isolator performs two major functions.  First, it
determines precisely the portion of the feed line that acts
as a vertical radiator.  Secondly, the Line Isolator prevents
RF from traveling along the outside of the braided coax’s
shield beyond the point where the Line Isolator is inserted.
This is important in preventing RF feedback problems.

Can I Turn My CAROLINA WINDOM

into a CAROLINA Short?

Each DMU (Dedicated Matching Unit) in the
CAROLINA WINDOM and CAROLINA Short is
optimized for a specific antenna system.  A DMU must
provide the correct current imbalance and output
impedance to produce maximum efficiency from a
particular antenna.

Similarly, the new CAROLINA Short’s
‘DEDICATED MATCHING UNIT’ provides the load
reactance and proper phase response necessary for
proper operation of the CAROLINA Short’s ‘Vertical
Radiator Element.’

Unfortunately, the DMUs cannot be
interchanged.  Just bending up a CAROLINA WINDOM
means you would give up much of the performance
capability of the CAROLINA Short.

HOW IT WORKS

The  CAROLINA WINDOM Short
80tm  or CAROLINA WINDOM Short 40tm

antenna system combines the best
characteristics of the CAROLINA
WINDOM and the ‘Bobtail Curtain.’  The
main reason for the CAROLINA
WINDOM’s exceptional performance is its
‘Vertical Radiator Section.’  The CAROLINA
WINDOM Short is similar to the CAROLINA
WINDOM in that it is fed off-center.  This
forces the current in each half of the
horizontal radiator sections of the antenna
to be severely out of balance.  Coaxial cable
(which is not a balanced line) will radiate
when the voltage and phase relationships
are not properly balanced.

The RF transformer used to match
the transmission line (coaxial feedline) to
the antenna is a special design that
enhances transmission line radiation.
Thus, the coaxial cable serves not only as
the antenna’s transmission line (feedline)
but it functions, simultaneously, as an
effective vertical radiator.  The horizontal
wire portion of the antenna interconnects
the three vertical sections.  The result is a
multi-element inverted-vertical antenna
high in the air and free of major ground
losses.  Radiation from the horizontal
section of the antenna is conventional.

The CAROLINA WINDOM Short 80tm

was previously know as the CAROLINA
BEAM 80tm.  Likewise the CAROLINA
WINDOM Short 40tm was previously
know as the CAROLINA BEAM 40tm.

SAFETY FIRST - Read the Caution Page in this manual before proceeding with installation.
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CAROLINA WINDOM Short 40TM and Short 80TM

Freq. coverage: 40 - 10 meters
Radiator length: Horizontal 42' or 50'

Verticals 8',10',8' or 8',10',16'
Polarization: Vertical and horizontal
Feed line: 50 ohm Coaxial cable
Matching method: Tuner
Tuner needed: Yes, on all bands.
Power Rating: 1500 Watts CW/SSB See page 5
Recommended Hgt.   >35'- Usable at 30'

All CAROLINA WINDOM Short 40tm elements are
interactive and must be in alignment for proper op-
eration of the antenna.  SWR is only one factor that
affects an antenna’s performance.  Reactance, band
to band, is well controlled and the SWR, though not
below 2:1, is low enough to avoid high losses in the
coaxial feed line.  Your manual tuner easily matches
the antenna feed system to your rig.  This gives you
all the convenience of an open-wire fed antenna, with
the convenience of coaxial cable.

As the CAROLINA WINDOM Short 40tm comes to
you, it is adjusted for maximum radiation performance
on all bands, 40 through 10 meters.

Follow the installation procedures

outlined starting on page 20.

SAFETY FIRST - Read the Caution Page in this manual before proceeding with installation.

Freq. coverage: 80 - 10 meters
Radiator length: Horizontal 84' or 100'

Verticals 16'/22'/32' or 16'/22'/16'
Polarization: Vertical and horizontal
Feed line: 50 ohm Coaxial cable
Matching method: Tuner
Tuner needed: Yes, on all bands.
Power Rating: 1500 Watts CW/SSB See page 5
Recommended Hgt.   >35'- Usable at 30'

The CAROLINA WINDOM Short 80tm is a unique
combination of the CAROLINA WINDOMtm  and the very
high performance wire beam, the ‘Bobtail Curtain.’

The CAROLINA WINDOM Short 80’s radiation
pattern is different from simple dipoles and similar
antennas.  The CAROLINA WINDOM Short 80tm  combines
three vertical elements with a single horizontal radiator.
It is this unique combination of horizontal and vertical
radiating elements that account for the outstanding
performance of this antenna system.   An added benefit of
this system is the short length of the CAROLINA
WINDOM Short 80tm.  At only 84' or 100' in length, it is
much smaller than an 80 meter dipole.

As the CAROLINA WINDOM Short 80tm  comes
to you, it is adjusted for maximum radiation performance
on 80 - 10 meters.

All CAROLINA WINDOM Short 80tm  elements
are interactive.   Reactance, band to band, is well controlled
and the SWR, though not below 2:1, is low enough to avoid
high losses in the coaxial feed line.  Your manual tuner
easily matches the antenna feed system to your rig.  This
gives you all the convenience of an open-wire fed antenna,
with the convenience of coaxial cable.
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Field Reconfigurable
The pattern of the CAROLINA Shorttm  is adjustable.  The insulators are installed at the proper points to
allow any of three configurations.  Typically, the pattern of a CAROLINA Shorttm has multiple, large
major lobes, with deep nulls between.  The angle of radiation is very low and favors long-haul DX.  You
may want to experiment with the three different CAROLINA Shorttm configurations and the resulting
pattern changes.  It is easy to change configurations - simply insert your support rope into the appropri-
ate insulator, and the job is done.

Standard Configuration
This configuration will give the best overall

patterns on the higher bands.  The shorter Vertical
radiators are optimized for the two highest
frequency bands.  The spacing between the
elements will produce a multi-lobe pattern on all
but the lowest band.  There will  be significant
radiation off the ends of the antenna.

Use insulators #2 and #4 to support the
antenna.  You may want to hang weights or use
light weight support lines at insulators #1 and #5
to keep the Vertical Radiators in place.

Alternate Configurations

Short Flat-Top
The #3 Vertical Radiator is doubled in length.  This
generally improves the radiation pattern on the
next to the lowest frequency band.  The antenna is
now shorter which can be an added benefit to some
users.  The radiation pattern of this configuration
will have multiple lobes and very deep nulls.  The
takeoff angle is very low and favors long-haul DX.

To set up your CAROLINA Short  in this
configuration, simply use insulators #2 and #3 to
support the antenna.  Again,  you may want to
hang weights or use light weight support lines at
insulators #1 and #5  to keep the Vertical Radiators
in place.

CAROLINA WINDOM
You have the option to turn your CAROLINA

Shorttm into an antenna similar to a CAROLINA
WINDOM.  This would be the choice if you find
the pattern of the CAROLINA Shorttm to be too
aggressive for your needs.  You may want to use
one configuration for contests  and another for
everyday use.  Try the various configurations and
see which work best for you.

The pattern will contain multiple lobes on the
higher bands, but the nulls between lobes will not
be as severe.  Radiation off the ends of the antenna
will be low-angle and vertically polarized.  To put
the CAROLINA Shorttm into the CAROLINA
WINDOM mode, use insulators #1 and #5 to
support the antenna.

CAROLINA  Short

Short Flat-top Configuration

CAROLINA WINDOM Configuration




